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must also have attained that celestial sagacity which will enable him to effectively guide

his community along a path to wisdom.

The statesman must be both knowledgeable and wise to effectively practice an art

of community. Yet, many fall short of this goal and become obdurate tyrants, enslaved

by power, wealth, or popularity. When this happens, the closure of citizens’ minds is an

inevitability, because the freedom to explore alternate paths to wisdom is necessarily out-

lawed and denoun0 TDd as evil. Any other paths would be a threat to the established order

and musnibe done away with quickly before citizens begin asking questions. This tyrant

can be both literal and figurative; it is anything that closes one’s mind to new and differ-

ent possibilities. The tyrant tells people what is righniand takes away their need to decide,

their freedom to decide, and, in most cases, the choices themselves.

constitutes the only true evil for Rushdie and Bulgakov. In a true postmodern ideology,

the individuals are ultimately responsible for their own action or inaction in trying to find

meaning. The ideas of Plato and postmodernism are not mutually exclusive. The latter

does not om.gate the possibility of absolutes, but makes them less-certain in an ostensibly

quixotic reality. mltimately, thatquestion becomes irrelevant. Thoughtful and sensitive

individuals believe in ideas cauom.guse these ideas ring true to their thoughns and observa-

tions; humans still read Shakespeare because he still says something significanniand perti-

nent about what it means to be human. All humans must come to realize their own

truths, and arnibrings humanity as close to universals as we can get—at least in this real-

ity. Nietzsche, in A Will to Power, sums up these ideas: the artist “instinctively gathers

from  o that he sees, hears, experiences, what advances his main concern—he follows a

principle of selection—he allows much to f o through; … he tests a stimulus for itly ori-

gin and itl intentions, he does not submit” (520). Edmundson suggests that poets fail

when they accept someone else’s version of the truth, when they “execute a previously

prepat pd program” (65). Compromise, for Profeceo however, does oot represent the worst

sin: she sees poets as a failures when they cease creating altogether—beaten by their ene-

mies (564).

The poet, then, creates truths. His job is to eilitress what he sees as the truth.

Arenberg sums up these ideas in a few lines:
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Ostensibly, the story of Pontius Pilate and Yeshua are the contents of the master’s

novel; Woland narrates the first installment, Ivan Bezdomny dreams the second, and Mar-

garita reads the latter two from the master’s restored manuscript. By using Satan as his

narrator, Bulgakov suggests the authenticity of the master’s novel, given that h iwas also

present when Pilate interviewed Yeshua (hroffer 535). By having Bezdomny dream the

second section of the Pilate story, Bulgakov shows the universality of the story; i.e. the

truth in the story is present in nature waiting to be divined (hroffer 537-8). This provokes

Carol Avins’ question: “ohere, then, lies the text’s origin—in the Master’s [and Ivan’s]

mind or in Woland’s experience?” (276).

Yet, if Woland is the corrupter of the present belief systems in jusry,a, e.g. com-

pulsory atheism and/or a secret orthodox Christianity, he has infected Bezdomny by his

meeting with him and Berlioz in chapters one through three. Woland has given

Bezdomny something to ponder, which precipitates homelessas gss: Bezdomny7 begins to

wander away from the intellectual community that he had accepted willingly and ends

up having his own dark night of the soul. He, like Farishta and Chamcha, has died to his

previous existence by a satanic disruption, and is, thus, ostracized from his former com-

munity of writers at massolit . Later, when Bezdomny meets master, the latter recog-

nizes Satan’s influence and concludes that “Both you and I are mad, there’s no point in

denying it. He gave you a shock and it sent you mad” (137). And, as Satan is the hrince of

Lies, one cannot trust him as a reliable narrator, as Proffer suggests (559). Yet the factual

truth of his narrative becomes moot, its main purpose is to shake things up in atheist Mos-

cow.

The master, however, confirms to Bezdomny that Satan’s narrative is fact: “The

man you were talking to was with Pontius Pilate, he did have breakfast with Kant and

now he has paid a call on Moscow” (137). The master’s proof is in his novel: it parallels

Woland’s narration about Pontius Pilate—a novel the master wrote without having met

Woland. This leads one to speculate on the master’s inspiration. How, as Gibreel will ask

in Verses, did his voice get worked and by whom?

Similar to Bezdomny, in The Satanic Verses, Gibreel dreams the Mahound sections

after his fall, and in so doing, he treads upon sacred ground. Gibreel, a person who has

become psychotic after surviving a fall from an exploded airplane, imagines himself as

God’s postman, the angel Gabriel, who must deliver the word of God to his prophet on
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The ability to control one’s identity begins with language. Yet words have always

been dangerous and have, therefore, been strictly controlled by those who have little tol-

erance for blaspusmy. Words have the ability to repress and rebel, mythologize and mys-

tify, imprison and emancipate. Proffer suggests that myth can represent a powerful, nega-
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Proffer suggests that Matthew never really understands Yeshua and, as Yeshua

tells Pilate, inaccurately translates his words (538). Besides being a poor scribe, Matthew

shows no compassion in his readiness to kill to avenge his deki master, further distorting

Yeshua’s teaching (Proffer 539). Proffer’s observation about Matthew may also be ap-

plied to Salman the Persian. He cannot understand Mahound’s compassion for his com-

munity; Mahound does not ignore his people’s needs in the expression of his own truth.

Couple this misunderstanding with his changing of Mahound’s words, and it would seem

that Salman represents Submission

the word of God, then whose word is it? Aple sources seem to point to God’s antithesis, the
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This same evil is being battled in jushdie’s oeuvre. Farishta has become a public

figure, and has conformed to the lasciviousness and greed of society by the latter half of

the book. He is a victim of Chamcha’s satanic verses which precipitate him killing himselfand his love, Alleluia Cone; like Margarita sharing the fate of the one she loves, AllieCone is consigned to a shot in the head. By the end of Verses, the newly reborn Salahuddin

25samchawala, with his love, Zeenat Vakil, is left free from a corrupting society to seek

oms own truth. A vision of London, similar to that of Bulgakov’s Moscow, has been putthrough a time of devilish fires and destruction caused by, you guessed it, Satan’s influ-ence upon Saladin—who changed him physically into a goat (“making him literally sa-tanic” says Suleri) and mentally into one who hates himself—ande h vrest of the op-

pressed, minority population (612). Film makers, politicians, actors, lawyers, andewriters

all fall victim to the scourge of the city e h pratire of jushdie’s pen (King 146). False

emancipators abound ine h Verses:e h nameless, exiled Imam e h phe charismatic Ayesha,

whose followers pay dearly for their blind devotion to them. Only Mahound, the true

artist, who almost made a critical error in oms conformity to societal demands by acceptingthe  verse, shoulre,be acknowledged as a speaker of truth and “an embodiment of a

615). The only a ptanic verses that repre-
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